
Conducting your party 
Introductions: 

Start by introducing yourself and thanking the hostess for opening her house for you. 

Ask each attendee to introduce themselves and say something about themselves. 

Talk about self and Mary Kay. (Right Left game) 

Starting the product part of the party. 

Start with the satin hands. Why? You never touch your face with dirty hands. 

Ask if anyone is wearing eye makeup. If yes, use the Eye Makeup Remover. (Play game who has the most 
eye makeup on.) Now is the time to show the eyeliner test. (Use eyeliner on your hand. Try to wipe it 
off. Then use the eye makeup remover to show how good it is.) 

Spot #1 3in1 cleanser. This tones, cleans and is a mask. Great for pores and black heads. ( This is applied 
to the whole face.) You can introduce the skinvigorater here. 

Spot #2 Satin lips. Ask the attendees to apply the mask on their lips. This needs to stay on for 1 minute. 
While they are waiting they can play the referral game. Wipe off the mask with some water and have 
them apply the lip balm. Menthol is the last ingredient in the lip balm. That’s good because menthol 
dries up lips. 

Spot #3 & #4 Microdermabrasion and Pore Minimizer. To be discussed later 

Spot #5 Night Solution. This gets applied to one side of your face. Right side(be consistent, keep to the 
same side of body.) Night solution is collagen in a bottle. By age 20, collagen in our faces start to 
breakdown. Night solution is in a airtight bottle so that it does not lose potency. It has little beads of 
vitamins that pop when they come out. 

Spot #6 Day solution. Apply on the same side as the night solution.Day solution has a SPF of 30 and it 
takes care of expression lines on the face. It is also airtight. 

Spot #7. Moisturizer. Apply on whole face. The moisturizer  penetrates 7 levels of skin. It is non greasy 
so that you can apply makeup immediately without streaking. It is anti aging and last about 10 hours. 
The difference between hydrating and moisturizing is: To hydrate, the moisture penetrates the skin. To 
moisturize, the product just stays on the skin without penetrating. )(Hydrating gel is not instead of 
moisturizer. It could be used on dry spots.) 

Spot #8 Eyecream. Ask which finger is the weakest of all. (ring) First signs of aging is around the eyes. 
The skin is very thin around the eyes. It doesn’t’ moisturize well. Eye cream should be applied 2X a day. 
Eye cream firms the area around the eyes. (Timewise EyeCcream is for puffy eyes with dark circles.) 



Going back to Spots #3. Apply microdermabrasion to back of right hand. Rinse. Microdemabrasion 
refines lines and wrinkles. (Should be used 2-3 times a week)Makes pores smaller evens out skin.  (also 
helps clear acne scars)  

Spot #4 Apply the Pore Minimize on top of the microdermabrasion.  This can be used daily. 

Review all steps for skin care. (Dad, Mom …) 

The proof: Rub left hand on left side of face. How does it feel? Rub left hand on right side of face. How 
does it feel? Now rub right hand on right side of face. How does this feel? Do you feel the difference? 
Imagine, you whole face feeling like this. 

Touch of make up 

Prime half of your face. (primer is also a sunblock) 

Apply CC Cream first on the side of the face with primer, then on the other half. You should be able to 
feel a difference. 

MK has two kinds of mascaras. Lengthening- Lash Love, Thickening -Ultimate 

Cream Eye shadow 

Bronzer  

Lip gloss. (Fancy Nancy very popular) 

Comment on how good everyone looks. 

Ask them to close their eyes and imagine their most expensive outfit in their closet. Think how much it 
costs. Then think of the accessoried to the outfit. (shoes, jewelry etc) How much approxamitly does the 
whole look cost? Doesn’t your face deserve some attention as well? 

Ask attendees to turn over the poster with the specials. Explain each special. 

Place roll up bag in center of table. Could be done at the beginning of the party. Tout the merits of the 
roll up bag. (water proof, Velcro closure, hangs up. It could also be personalized.) The cost is $35.00. 
However, now it is free with an order of 3 sets on the poster. 

1. Did you have fun tonight? 
2. Do you think that I had fun? 
3. Would you like more information about MK? 
4. Would you like to share your second appointment with friends to get free products? 

 

 



 

Closing the party. 

 

Ask if anyone needs to leave first. 

What was your favorite product. 

Comment that that product is amazing. 

Do they remember how to use it. 

Would they like to host a party to get free products. 

If yes, book 2nd appointment. Make her write her name and number. (Makes them realize you mean 
business) 

Give hostess a package. 

If you see that they might be interested in joining MK????? 

 

Products to mention and points to make. 

MK products are 100% Satisfaction guarantee for customers 

Makeup brushes are $10 

MK has an amazing brush cleaner 

MK has a skin line for acne 


